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Boosted Z  μμ 

Exotica Resonances Meeting, 2 September 2011 

Anna Kropivnitskaya for the UF Group 

● Update on Top Background Estimation  
● Tag and probe efficiency study 
● Update limits   



Update on Top Background Estimation 

✓  Updated to Summer 11 MC with luminosity of 1.132 fb-1,  
    the agreement in the e-mu spectrum is good. 
✓ MC/Data ratio ~ 93% and scales to MC expectation well. 
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Tag & Probe: DATA and MC samples 

DATA: 

✓ /SingleMu/Run2011A-May10ReReco-v1/AOD ~ 200 pb-1 
    json: Cert_160404-163869_7TeV_May10ReReco_Collisions11_JSON_v2.txt 
     (2/107 jobs by 250 lumi is not finished yet)   

✓ /SingleMu/Run2011A-PromptReco-v4/AOD ~ 800 pb-1 
    json: Cert_160404-167913_7TeV_PromptReco_Collisions11_JSON.txt 

MC BG: 

 ✓ /DYToMuMu_M-20_CT10_TuneZ2_7TeV-powheg-pythia 
    /Summer11-PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM 
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Tag & Probe selections: 40 < mass < 200 GeV 
Tag Moun Selection: 

✓ isMuonID: 
    - is global (also tracker) muon 
    - Num_trhits ≥ 11 
    - Num_pixhits ≥ 1 
    - Num_matchStations ≥ 2 
    - Num_validMuonhits ≥ 1    
    - d0 < 0.2 cm 
    - norm. tr. Χ2 < 10 

✓ Iso_trk < 10 GeV  

✓ |η| < 2.4 

✓  Pt > 20 GeV 

Prob Muon Selection: 

- For ε(isMuonID): isTracker muon 
- For ε(isTracker): Standalone muon 
- For ε(Iso_trk): isMuonID 

Ε is studied as function: 

-  pt [20-300 GeV] for |η|< 2.4 
-  ϕ for pt > 35 GeV 
-  η for pt > 35 GeV 

Cut |angle μ1 & μ2| < (π – 0.2) rad is not study in tag & prob here 

Fit function: 
Signal:     Convolution of Breit-Wigner + Cristal Ball  
BG:          linear Chebychev 
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Tag & Probe: DATA vs DY: ε(isMuonID), |η| < 2.4 

✓ ε ~ 96%, as a function of pt, ϕ and η 
✓ Symmetric in η 
✓ Some bins are fitted with wrong errors 
✓  Structure in ϕ and η is observed 
✓  Good agreement (MC slightly higher ~ 0.5%) 
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Tag & Probe: DATA vs DY: ε(ISO), |η| < 2.4 

✓ ε > 99.5% 
✓ Good agreement  
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Tag & Probe: DATA vs DY: ε(is Tracker), |η| < 2.4 

ε > 99.5% 
Good agreement: difference in ~ 0.3%  



•  Implemented into RooStats 

•  Likelihood formula is 

•  Inputs: 
•  Luminosity, 1132 pb-1 (from lumiCalc2.py) 

•  (Ax∈), the Acceptance x Efficiency Reco x Efficiency pT(mm) cut > 50 GeV/c (official MC) 

•  μS = Lumi x σsig x (Ax∈) 

•  fS(x) depends on MC (see backup slides) 

•  fB(x) =                                                (fit on data, see backup slides) 

•  If no systematic treatment, μB and σsig are the only parameter fluctuating in the  
  minimization process 
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→ Adding the systematic error 

Shape Analysis (I) 
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•  Considered the following systematic error for the time being: 

•  Luminosity: 4.5% 
•  Acceptance x Efficiency: 3% 
•  mB: 20% 

•  The nuisance parameters (luminosity, Ax∈, μB) are assumed to be distributed  
   according to lognormal PDFs: 

•  The final likelihood is  

•  Thanks to Gena Kukartsev for the helpful advices in constructing the likelihood 

Shape Analysis (II) 
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•  For the analysis we decided to probe 2 selection criteria: 

•  A: pT(m)>35 GeV.c and HLT_Mu30 
•  B: pT(m)>20 GeV.c and HLT_IsoMu17 

•  The idea was to chose the best selection criteria for each mass point based on the 
   best expected limits performances 

✓ There is NO real advantage to be using criteria B versus criteria A  

✓ Our limit will be based on the criteria A 

Expected limits Expected limits 

Criteria A Vs Criteria B 
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•  Using selection criteria A 

•  Using Bayesian technique with Markov Chain MC 

•  Uniform Prior for the σS 

✓  No excesses is observed 

Current Limit 
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•  While the Bayesian technique is our first choice we compared the results 
  against Feldman-Cousins 

✓  Generally good agreement between the results → gain confidence in the analysis robustness 

✓ Ideally we would like to start using the CLs as well (Gena provided us some guidelines) 

Current Limit 
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Conclusion 

✓ Agreement of MC and Data for top background estimation is rather good 

✓ Tag and Probe method:  
        Data and DY MC in a good agreement 

✓  Review current limits with systematic errors associated is presented 

Plans: 

 ✓ Add data/MC efficiency scale factor systematic error from Tag & Probe 

 ✓ Implement CLs limit setting technique 
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BACK UP SLIDES 
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Conclusion 
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Boosted Z → µµ Z’ Selections 
•  Loose Muon: 

•  PT > 35 GeV/c, 
•  |η| < 2.4, 
•  identified as tracker and global muon, 
•  number of silicon hits ≥ 10, 
•  corrected tracker isolation,                                    Z’→µµ uses relative trk iso < 0.1  

•  Tight Muon: 

•  loose muon, but |η| < 2.1, 
•  |dxy| w.r.t. beamspot < 0.2 cm, 
•  χ2/ndf < 10, 
•  at least one pixel hit, 
•  at least two chambers in different stations with matching segments 

•  Two tight muons with opposite charge 

•  At least one of the muons matching the HLT trigger: 

•  match single muon firing HLT_MuX_vY (ΔR<0.2) → removed the ΔpT/pT < 0.1  

•  60 GeV/c2 < M(µµ) < 120 GeV/c2 

•  Using Cocktail (Tune-P) muon reconstruction algorithm 
•  Standard Good Vertex filter 

•  χ2 on the dimuon vertex < 10 
•  Angle between the 2 muons < π-0.02 
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Shape Analysis, signal C.I. 
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•  Sig shape obtained from MC 

•  Crystall Ball is “nice” as it encodes a σ	

  useful for resolution studies (systematics) 

Wikipedia 
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Shape Analysis, signal C.I. 
0.5 TeV/c2 1.0 TeV/c2 

2.0 TeV/c2 1.5 TeV/c2 
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Shape Analysis, signal G.I. (double Gaus) 
0.5 TeV/c2 

1.0 TeV/c2 

2.0 TeV/c2 1.5 TeV/c2 
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Shape Analysis, background 
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DATA and MC samples 

DATA: 

✓ /SingleMu/Run2011A-May10ReReco-v1/AOD ~ 200 pb-1 
    json: Cert_160404-163869_7TeV_May10ReReco_Collisions11_JSON_v2.txt 
     (2/107 jobs by 250 lumi is not finished yet)   

✓ /SingleMu/Run2011A-PromptReco-v4/AOD ~ 800 pb-1 
    json: Cert_160404-167913_7TeV_PromptReco_Collisions11_JSON.txt 

MC BG: 

 ✓ /DYToMuMu_M-20_CT10_TuneZ2_7TeV-powheg-pythia 
    /Summer11-PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM 

MC Signal: 

✓ /QstarCIToQZ_M-1500_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S4_START42_V11-v1 
    /GEN-SIM-RECO 

✓ /QstarGIToQZ_M-1500_7TeV-pythia6/Summer11-PU_S4_START42_V11-v1 
   /GEN-SIM-RECO 
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Fit function 

Signal: Convolution of Breit-Wigner + Cristal Ball  
BG: linear Chebychev 

Code: 

 CBconvBWPlusLinear = cms.vstring( 
   "RooCBShape::signalRes(mass, meanCB[0], sigmaCB[1.5, 0.5, 5.], alphaCB[1.9, 0.2, 10.], nCB[0.35])", #DATA fit 
 #"RooCBShape::signalRes(mass, meanCB[0], sigmaCB[1.5, 0.5, 5.], alphaCB[1.9, 0.2, 10.], nCB[0.35, 0.01, 10.])", #MC fit 
     "RooBreitWigner::signalPhy(mass, meanbw[90.66, 80, 100], sigmabw[2.495])", 
     "FCONV::signal(mass, signalPhy, signalRes)", 
     "Chebychev::backgroundPass(mass, cPass[-0.4, -1, 1])", 
      "Chebychev::backgroundFail(mass, cFail[-0.4, -1, 1])", 
      "efficiency[0.9,0,1]", 
      "signalFractionInPassing[0.9]” 
), 
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ε(isMuonID), |η| < 2.4 

✓ In official signal MC (CI & GI) ε ~ 93% while in DY MC and in DATA ~96% 
✓ Bad resolution due to higher pt in signal MC compare to data and DY MC (see next slide) 
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At official Signal MC (GI and CI Mq* = 1500 GeV) problems are observed:  
    bad resolution for Z0 mass at all region due to higher pt in Signal MC  
-> reweighting of pt is necessary 

Fit of Z0 mass 
data 2011, sigma_CB = 1.21±0.03 GeV MC DY 2011, sigma_CB = 1.07±0.01 GeV 

MC CI1500, sigma_CB = 3.1±0.2 GeV MC GI1500, sigma_CB = 3.1±0.1 GeV 

0.4 < η <0.5 

0.4 < η <0.8 


